Research has shown that spoken languages differ from each other in their representation of space. Using hands, body, and physical space in front of signers to represent space, do sign languages differ from each other? To what extent are they similar to spoken languages in their expressions of spatial relations? The present study targeted these questions by exploring the descriptions of static situations in sign languages (Turkish Sign Language, Croatian Sign Language, American Sign Language) and spoken languages, including co-speech gestures (Turkish, Croatian, and English). It is found that signed and spoken languages differ from each other in their linguistic constructions for the left/right and front/back spatial relation. They also differ from one another in their mapping strategies. Crucially, being a signer does not require more direct iconic mappings than a speaker would use. It is also found that co-speech gestures can complement spoken language descriptions.
Introduction
Spatial relations are the relations between two or more objects that can be constructed by using static angular terms (such as left, right, front, and back), topological terms (such as in, on, at) , and dynamic terms (such as go and walk) (Levinson 2003) . When languages represent space, they map spatial features, Space in sign, speech, and co-speech gestures 443 not one-to-one, but many-to-many onto the linguistic representations (Jackendoff 1996; Slack and van der Zee 2003) . However, they differ from each other in many domains of the linguistic representations of space such as morphosyntax (Grinevald 2006) , preferences for a reference frame over another in a given situation (Pederson et al. 1998; Levinson and Wilkins 2006) , conversion of motion event parts to linguistic event segments (Bohnemeyer et al. 2007) , and gestural productions accompanying spoken language descriptions of space (Levinson 2003; Kita and Özyürek 2003; Kita 2009 ). These differences are, arguably, reflected in nonlinguistic domains of cognition (see Levinson et al. 2002; Majid et al. 2004; Haun et al. 2011 ; see also for contrary findings Li and Gleitman 2002; Li et al. in press) The studies presented above focused on one of the available modalities in human communication, the audio-vocal modality. We can also benefit from investigations on the other modality, the visual-gestural modality which sign languages employ. In my previous study (Arik 2010a) , I attempted to contribute to this field of inquiry by studying signed descriptions of dynamic situations shown on a laptop, for which relationals such as 'to' and 'toward' can be used to investigate to what extent sign languages are similar and/or different from each other in their expressions of motion events. In the present study, I explore signed and spoken descriptions of static situations shown on a laptop, for which relationals such as left/right and front/back can be used. I have investigated these descriptions in six languages in three countries: Turkish Sign Language (TID), Croatian Sign Language (HZJ), American Sign Languages (ASL), Turkish, Croatian, and English. None of these languages are derived from one another or dialects of one another. Here, I report the findings from an experiment that show variations and patterns across signed and spoken languages in representing static situations.
Recent findings on the spoken language expressions on angular relations
Static relations are not only conveyed by the topological and angular but also some other terms such as sitting, lying, standing, which are referred to as dynamic predicates (Newman 2002; Levinson and Wilkins 2006; Ameka and Levinson 2007) . Even though these dynamic predicates are inherently static, these types of situations are assumed to be dynamic events. According to Newman (2002: 1-3) , prototypical meanings of sit, stand, and lie in English include several domains. For example, in the "spatiotemporal" domain, sit refers to a com-E. Arik 444 pact position, as in the cat is sitting under the tree, stand refers to vertical position (he is standing next to you), whereas lie refers to horizontal position (the child is lying on the ground). Although all languages have these terms in their lexicon, their prototypical locational expressions differ. For example, whereas English uses a small set of prepositions with the copula be, languages such as Likpe, Lapotec, and Tzeltal have a large number of positional verbs, while Guguu Yimithirr and Rossel have a small number of positionals in locative expressions (Ameka and Levinson 2007: 852) .
The uses of spatial terms for angular relations appear to show a great deal of variation. For example, experimental studies on English showed that (1) the uses of angular terms refer to regions not points Sadler 1996 and Carlson-Radvansky and Logan 1997) . Thus, there are situations such as those in which objects located diagonally with respect to the viewer's orientation, for which, at least, two angular relationals can compete. (2) The use of one pair of angular terms (left-right) over another (front-back) is very much influenced by the reference frame employed (Carlson-Radvansky and Logan 1997) . Additionally, the uses of angular terms are all influenced by the contextual/functional information. For instance, Coventry and his colleagues (Coventry et al. 2001 ) manipulated the scenes, which depict the relations such as 'under', 'over', 'above', 'below', and asked his participants to make acceptability judgments with respect to a given preposition in English. The results indicated that the participants made judgments according to the function of the objects in the scenes regardless of the objects' positionings with respect to the human figure.
There is also language-specific and crosslinguistic differences in the uses of spatial terms in the expressions of angular relations. For example, in Finnish, the distribution of the relationals meaning 'in front of', 'behind', 'above', and 'below' provided interesting results (Nikanne 2003) . There are two kinds of relationals meaning 'in front of' and 'behind' in Finnish. Both of them indicate that the referred objects are in motion, and both refer to not only horizontal spatial relations but also any one-dimensional relation. Coventry and FriasLindqvist (2005) inquired further to see whether these uses are different from that of English when motion is present. They found that it is the case that the Finnish speakers distinguished 'behind' terms when the objects are in motion. Yet, according to Nikanne (2003) 'above' and 'below' refer only to vertical relations as in canonical English.
In their overview of a variety of languages, Levinson and Wilkins (2006: 567-569) summarized that the languages they studied showed interesting patterns when it came to describing scenes with angular relations. The terms corre-sponding to 'left' and 'right' are not always used in angular relations. For example, even though 'left' and 'right' are used in referring to body parts, the Jaminjung, Warrwa, and Arrernte speakers did not use them spatially. Similarly, the Tzeltal speakers did not have a 'left/right' spatial distinction. They also seemed to dislike using 'front' and 'back'; instead, they used cardinal directions such as 'uphill', 'downhill', and 'across'. Interestingly, 'front', 'back', 'left', and 'right' were commonly used among most of the male speakers but only some of the female speakers of Yukatek Maya.
Sign language research on the expressions of spatial relations
Recent studies on sign languages provide new challenges to the study of the expressions of space. They have shown that in many sign languages studied to date, the signing space is lexicalized (e.g., pronominalization) and grammaticalized (e.g., subject-verb agreement) (for an overview, see Sandler and LilloMartin 2006: 479-489) . That is, lexical items (such as pronominals) are projected into the signing space. Additionally, signers use the hands, the body, and the signing space to establish spatial and discourse referents (Emmorey 1996) . Naturally, language and gesture come together in the use of signing space (Liddell 2003) . Crucially, sign languages usually do not have to use lexical items such as 'left', 'right', 'front', and 'back' with the exception of Kata Kolok, a sign language in Bali, which uses a system of absolute pointing similar to the use of an absolute frame of reference in spoken languages (Perniss and Zeshan 2008) . Instead, Kata Kolok signers construct spatial relations by using "verbs of location and motion" (Supalla 1986; Engberg-Pedersen 1993) . Keller's analysis (1998) of German Sign Language has argued that the linguistic use of space is all anaphoric in nature suggesting that relational elements for grammatical space/path-features, and feature checking in pronouns/agreement verbs are conveyed by using the signing space. Similarly, it is also argued that due to the use of the signing space with complex predicates to encode spatial features, sign languages map the physical properties of space onto the signing space "in an analogue manner" (Emmorey and Herzig 2003) and "isomorphically" (Perniss 2007 ). Schembri and his colleagues (2005) argue that these complex predicates, classifiers, can be considered as blends of linguistic and gestural elements. Talmy (2006) argues that sign languages appear to be iconic in their linguistic expressions of space, which results in significant differences between signed and spoken languages. According to him, spoken languages have a universally E. Arik 446 available inventory of spatial relationals, but sign languages have more structural/grammatical elements and more morphological categories than spoken languages (see also Emmorey 2002) .
To date, little is known about whether sign languages differ from each other and to what extent they are similar to spoken languages in their expressions of spatial relations. Research has already shown, by studying locative expressions in Turkish Sign Language, which is a relatively old signed language, not a dialect of another signed language, that there can be language-specific structures even if signers encode space iconically (Özyürek et al. 2010) . In a previous study (Arik 2010a) , I explored basic motion event descriptions in four sign languages: ASL, HZJ, ÖGS, and TID by using a methodology, similar to the current study, where the locations, orientations, and motion types of the objects were manipulated. The data analysis of the signed descriptions of these manipulations revealed variations and patterns in ASL, HZJ, ÖGS, and TID. I found that these four sign languages studied are similar to each other (1) in using classifiers of location, orientation, and movement, (2) in the amount of spatial information directly mapped from the real space to the linguistic signing space, and (3) in path-only and path+manner encodings of motion. I also found differences among the sign languages studied: (4) they do not use the same set of classifiers, (5) the spatial arrangements of the objects in the real space have different effects on the mapping strategies, and (6) they have different preferences for the encodings of path-only and path including manner.
Present study
In the present study, following Jackendoff (1996) , I expect that language users do not directly and exactly map spatial features onto linguistic representations. I expect that, depending on their language, language users will differ from each other in their encodings of spatial features such as axis, location, orientation, and situation. In the present study, I have focused primarily on the following research questions. In describing static spatial relations: Do languages employ similar linguistic structures in representing static situations? Do the location and orientation of the objects have the same effect on linguistic representations? Do signed and spoken languages map the real space onto the linguistic space in the same way? My hypotheses are as follows. Hypothesis 3: Sign languages not only differ from spoken languages but also from one another.
Hypothesis 4:
The modality effect (audio-vocal vs. visual-gestural) disappears when languages are analyzed individually.
Hypothesis 5:
Gestures that co-occur with speech can enhance spatial descriptions if speech omits some spatial features.
To address the above research questions and test the hypotheses, I designed an experiment not only to take into account the effects of context and environmental cues but also to compare languages reliably. I also applied the same procedure to elicit data from the users of three sign languages (TID, HZJ, ASL) and three spoken languages (Turkish, Croatian, English) to investigate whether there is a modality effect.
Methods

Participants
In sign language research tradition, by convention, deaf people who are active in their deaf communities and use sign language as a primary means of communication are represented as Deaf while deaf people who are neither native signers nor belong to the deaf communities are represented as deaf. The participants of the present study were all Deaf.
Sign languages have their own linguistic structures very different from spoken languages used in the very same geographical area. However, since signers belong to a minority group within a spoken language community, sign languages and spoken languages are in language contact. Research has shown that sign languages may borrow words from spoken languages via fingerspelling (using manual alphabet) and mouthing (Lucas and Valli 1992; and papers in Brentari 2001) . Nevertheless, this does not mean that sign languages are based E. Arik 448 on spoken languages (see Emmorey 2002 for other misconceptions about sign languages).
Ten TID, ten HZJ, ten ASL, eight Turkish, ten Croatian, and ten English native users participated in this study (age > 18). The TID, HZJ, and ASL signers were native signers (multi-generation Deaf, learned their sign language from Deaf parents) and active in their Deaf communities in single-dialect areas. The speakers were monolingual and non-signers. The participants from the same country were from the same area: Izmir, Turkey; Zagreb, Croatia; and the Indianapolis area, US.
Task and design
In this exploratory study, a total of fourteen photos of small toys (dolls, planes, trucks, and animals) in various spatial arrangements, shown on a laptop screen, were used to elicit data. The first two of them were used as warm-up items. Therefore, they were not analyzed. The toys chosen for this task have intrinsic features: All of them have a front and a back. Therefore, the orientations of the toys were apparent. Most of the objects represented with toys function as an agent so that there is no agent-patient asymmetry which would clearly alter the results. There were six testing items and six fillers (Appendix A). The order of the testing items and fillers was randomized. Each participant received the items in the same order because of the small sample size and crosslinguistic nature of the study.
To get a better picture of the expressions of spatial relations, it was necessary to manipulate object locations and orientations in the photos. For this, the 2 × 3 within-subjects factors design was applied which requires an ANOVA analysis. In this design, the first factor was location with two levels: the objects were put either on a lateral (left-right) or sagittal (proximal-distal) axis. The second factor was orientation with three levels: the objects were facing either the same direction or each other or exactly opposite directions.
All descriptions were video-recorded for analysis by using a JVC mini DV digital camcorder, which was set next to the addressee. The height of the tripod was almost the same as the addressee, who was sitting in a chair. The photos were shown by using a laptop with a 15-inch screen. The video-recordings were exported to an Apple computer by using iMovie then exported to Cleaner 6 software for compression (DVD-high quality compression) for further analysis.
Procedure
The same procedure was applied to all participants who are users of the six languages in the present study. In a session, the participant was asked to describe one of the photos shown on the laptop screen to an addressee who did not see the stimuli before or during the sessions. The participant was allowed to have a look at the photo as long as he or she wanted and as many times as he or she desired because the task was not a memory task. After describing that photo, the participant was shown another photo. However, he or she was not allowed to see all of the photos. The addressee was also a native user of the language of the participant. The session lasted less than two minutes. All participants signed the consent forms and were paid for their participation.
Coding and analysis
I focused on whether the spatial features in the photos (axis, location, orientation, and situation) were one-to-one mapped onto the corresponding linguistic expressions. I quantified the descriptions according to these matches. When all four features were encoded in the description, its score was four. For example, in one of the photos, there was a pig on the left and a goat on the right. Both were facing left and were stationary (Figure 1 ). When participants indicated the existence of the pig and the goat, the locations on the lateral axis of their signing space, the orientations, and the stationary situation, their descriptions scored the maximum score: four. Below, I provide descriptions of Figure 1 to clarify the codings. For example, in (1), the ASL signer established the referents, the goat and the pig. She used her left hand for the pig and her right hand for the goat. The fact E. Arik 450 that the fingertip of the sign B was facing her left indicated that the two animals were facing left. Because she was not moving her hands, the two animals were stationary. Thus, her description received a score of four. In (2), the English speaker identified the two referents, the pig and the goat, gave their orientations by saying "facing to the left", and then established their locations. She did not use motion verbs such as go or walk indicating that the two animals were stationary. Therefore, her description also received a score of four.
(1) ASL RH:
The pig is on the left, facing left and the goat is on the right, facing left.'
(2) English "There's a goat and a pig in line. They're facing to the left. The pig is in front and the goat is in back."
When they indicated the pig and the goat on the lateral axis without specifying which one was on the left and which was on the right, their descriptions received zero for location but one for axis. For example, in (3), the HZJ signer directly mapped axial information by using the sign Y with her left and right hands and orienting her fingertips to her left. However, she did not indicate which hand represented either of the animals. Thus, her description received a zero for location. Likewise, in (4), the English speaker identified the referents, the pig and the goat, and their orientations by saying "facing to the left". However, he did not specify the referents' locations which resulted in a score of zero for location. When the participants indicated that the two animals were in motion (e.g., walking, going, following) rather than stationary, their descriptions received zero for situation because there was no motion in the photos. For example, in (5), the TID signer identified the pig and the goat. He used the sign Y for the two animals. He then moved his hands to the left indicating that the pig and the goat walked to the left. However, the animals were stationary in the testing item. Similarly, in (6), the English speaker used the verb go as if the animals were in motion. Therefore, they received a score of zero for the situation information. (6) English "There's a pig and a goat and they're both going the same direction." (no gesture)
According to these criteria, I coded sign and speech as well as speech including co-speech gesture data when co-speech gestures gave spatial information. It is assumed that both speech and co-speech gesture can only add up to 4. For example, in (7), the English speaker gestured while describing the picture. Her gestures specified the orientations of the pig and the goat. Without them, the orientations of the animals were unclear.
(7) English "The pig (begin gesturing) is facing this way, and the donkey is directly behind it, so they're in a line." (end gesturing).
I excluded the co-speech gestures that did not match the spatial information in the photos. An independent rater coded 23% of the data to test the consistency among raters. An interrater reliability analysis for overall ratings showed that the ratings were consistent (r = .84). There were no main differences in the ratings for axis, location, orientation, and situation.
Results
In this section, first, I report the findings concerning the linguistic structures found in the data. Then, I provide in-depth analysis of the data in the discussion section.
Linguistic forms
The analysis of linguistic forms provided supporting evidence for Hypothesis 1 which states that signed and spoken language descriptions of left/right and front/back relations include a variety of linguistic forms, not a specific single or pair of linguistic forms for a given spatial relation. As the data showed, the signers used several complex predicates that encoded the axis, locations, orientations, and situations of the objects manipulated according to their relative positions. These complex predicates consisted of the handshapes: ], B, Y, f, 1, Z, 2, and >. None of the predicates were used across conditions and languages. The only handshape observed across the TID, HZJ, and ASL descriptions was Y, which is the predicate used in signs such as 'look', 'walk', and 'stand'. The data also indicated that, the handshape f was found in ASL, 1 only in TID. These findings also supported previous observations that indicated that in sign language, expressions included complex predicates, classifiers, to encode features such as location and motion of spatial relations (e.g. Supalla 1986; Engberg-Pedersen 1993; Emmorey 2003) . In contrast, the speakers used a variety of lexical items and predicates to encode the spatial information for axis, location, orientation and situation in the photos. Examples are given in Table 1 . While all three groups of speakers encoded location, orientation, and situation, some English and Croatian but no Turkish speakers encoded axis information explicitly by using horizontally and vertically (horizontalno or vodoravno and vertikalno or okomito in Croatian). These findings supported recent research on spoken language descriptions which suggested that spoken languages use a variety of linguistic forms in representing angular relations (e.g. Ameka and Levinson 2007) .
Overall comparisons
Overall comparisons partially supported Hypothesis 2 which states that location and orientation have different effects on linguistic representations, and Hypothesis 3 which states that sign languages not only differ from spoken languages but also from one another. I now turn to the results from the quantitative analysis to investigate whether one-to-one mappings vary across the TID, HZJ, ASL, Turkish, Croatian, and English picture descriptions. A 6 (language: TID versus HZJ versus ASL versus Turkish versus Croatian versus English) × 3 (modality: sign vs speech vs speech including co-speech gesture) × 2 (location: lateral ver- 
face face off walk go look at/off follow sus sagittal) × 3 (orientation: objects facing each other versus facing away from each other versus facing the same direction) ANOVA was carried out with location and orientation as within-participant factors and language and modality as between-participant factors. The descriptive statistics, as detailed in Table 2 , from the highest to the lowest are the following: ASL, HZJ, English speech and gesture, English speech, Croatian speech and gesture, Croatian speech, Turkish speech and gesture, TID, and Turkish speech. As Table 3 shows, the analysis indicated significant main effects of orientation, language, and modality, but not location. There were significant interactions between location and language, location and modality, location and orientation, and location, orientation, and language. Pairwise comparisons for orientation showed that the scores were significantly higher when the objects were either facing opposite directions or each other than when they were facing the same directions (p < .05). Post hoc analysis using the Bonferroni method revealed significant differences between sign and speech (p < .05). Additionally, the ASL scores and the HZJ scores were significantly higher than that of TID, Turkish, and Croatian. Finally, the English scores were significantly higher than that of Turkish. To summarize, the cumulative analysis had shown that the descriptions of spatial relations were affected differently with respect to the relative positions and orientations of the objects in the photos, the language in use, and the modality. Overall, the mapping strategies in the expressions of space were not affected by whether the objects were located on the lateral or sagittal axis. But the strategies were changed with respect to the orientations of the objects, the language in use, and the modality. The analysis had also shown that using a sign language modality might require to give more details in the expressions of spatial relations than using a spoken language modality. However, the comparisons of the languages indicated that the spatial details of the TID expressions were significantly different from those of HZJ and ASL. Additionally, the spatial details of the TID expressions were not significantly different from those of the spoken language descriptions. This finding provides additional support to the observation that there could be language-specific strategies even in a sign language modality (e.g. Özyürek et al. 2010) . To explore this further, I also ran separate analyses to test the above hypotheses in addition to Hypothesis 4 which states that the modality effect (audio-vocal vs. visual-gestural) disappears when languages are analyzed individually, as well as Hypothesis 5 which states that gestures that co-occur with speech enhance spatial descriptions if speech omits some spatial features.
Separate analyses for the six languages
I now turn to the results from the quantitative analysis to investigate whether one-to-one mappings vary within a single language. Thus, I separately ran a 2 (location: lateral versus sagittal) × 3 (orientation: objects facing each other versus facing away from each other versus facing the same direction) repeated measures ANOVA analysis for each language. The means and standard errors for each condition are given in Table 5 below whereas ANOVA results for the main effects for location and orientation and a possible interaction with respect to language are shown in Table 6 . 
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As Table 6 below shows, the ANOVA conducted separately provided more details of the effects of location and orientation in the expressions of spatial relations in the six languages. These findings showed that the overall analysis in the previous section, which showed a significant main effect for orientation only, might be misleading. For example, location was a significant main effect in the TID, HZJ, Turkish including co-speech gesture, English speech only, and English including co-speech gesture data whereas orientation was the main effect in the TID, HZJ, Turkish speech only, and Turkish including co-speech gesture data. There was also an interaction in the TID data. The fact that the effects of manipulations varied across languages, provided additional evidence for the language-specific strategies supporting Hypothesis 2 which states that location and orientation have different effects on linguistic representations and Hypothesis 4 which states that the modality effect (audio-vocal vs. visual-gestural) disappears when languages are analyzed individually. In what follows, I give the details of the analyses of the data for each language. The analysis showed that in TID, significant main effects were found for loca-tion, (F(1,9) = 6.48, p < . 05), and orientation (F(2,18) = 4.24, p < .05). That is, the TID scores were significantly higher when the objects were located on the lateral axis than those on the sagittal axis. Also, the TID scores were significantly higher when the objects were oriented facing each other or in opposite directions than when they were oriented toward the same direction. There was also an interaction between location and orientation, F(2,18) = 4.46, p < .05, indicating that both factors contributed to the significant differences found in the TID data.
In HZJ, significant main effects were observed for location (F(1,9) = 7.50, p < .05) and orientation (F(2,18) = 4.56, p < .05). The HZJ scores were significantly higher for the objects located on the lateral axis than those on the sagittal axis. Also, the HZJ scores were significantly higher when the objects were oriented facing each other or in opposite directions than when they were oriented toward the same direction. There was no significant interaction between the two factors.
In ASL, the analysis showed no significant main effects for location (F(1,9) = 1.38) or orientation (F(2,18) = 2.49). There was no interaction, either, F(2,18) = .06. These results indicated that the amount of spatial information in the ASL descriptions did not vary across the testing items.
In Turkish, the analysis of the speech only data showed no significant main effect for location (F(1,7) = 1.10) but a significant main effect for orientation (F(2,14) = 4.29, p < .05). There was no interaction (F(2,14) = 1.81). These findings indicate that the Turkish speakers gave more spatial information in their descriptions of the photos when the objects were oriented facing each other or the opposite directions than when they were oriented toward the same direction. Of the total of forty-eight descriptions, twenty-one descriptions involved gestures visibly related to the object locations and orientations. The analysis of the Turkish speech and co-speech gestures data indicated significant main effects for location (F(1,7) = 5.71, p < .05) and orientation (F(2,14) = 5.66, p < .05). This finding showed that the Turkish speakers provided more spatial information when describing the objects in the photos located on the lateral axis than when describing objects on the sagittal axis and when describing the objects in the photos oriented toward each other or the opposite directions than when describing objects facing the same direction.
In Croatian, the analysis of the speech-only data showed no significant main effects for location (F(1,9) = 1.76) or orientation (F(2,18) = .91) or interactions (F(2,18) = 1.66). Of the total of sixty descriptions, forty-one descriptions involved gestures visibly related to the object locations and orientations. The E. Arik 460 analysis of the Croatian speech including co-speech gesture data showed no significant main effects for location (F(1,9) = .37) or orientation (F(2,18) = 2.05) or interactions (F(2,18) = 2.44).
In English, the analysis of the speech only data confirmed a significant main effect for location (F(1,9) = 8.11, p <. 05). No effect of orientation (F(2,18) = 1.49) or interaction (F(2,18) = 1.16) was found. This analysis suggested that the English speakers received significantly higher scores when describing the objects located on the sagittal axis than when describing objects on the lateral axis. Of the total of sixty descriptions, twenty-six descriptions involved gestures visibly related to the object locations and orientations. The analysis of the English speech and co-speech gesture data indicated that the effect of location was marginally significant (F(1,9) = 5.06, p = .05) suggesting that, including co-speech gestures, the English speakers still provided significantly less spatial information when describing the objects located on the lateral axis than when describing objects on the sagittal axis. The effect of orientation was not significant (F(2,18) = 1.96). No interaction was found (F(2,18) = 0.29).
To test Hypothesis 5, gestures that co-occur with speech enhance spatial descriptions if speech omits some spatial features, I compared speech and cospeech gesture data across the three spoken languages: Turkish, Croatian, and English. The data showed an increase in the amount of spatial information given in the expressions of space in the three languages but the analysis indicated that the only significant difference between the speech only vs. speech including cospeech gestures codings was in the Turkish data. Therefore, the findings partially supported Hypothesis 5. Table 7 summarizes this finding. To summarize, the separate analyses for each language had shown that the change in the positions and the orientations of the objects in the photos had a Space in sign, speech, and co-speech gestures 461 different effect on the expressions of static spatial situations. Each signed or spoken language has its own language-specific strategies suggesting that sign language modality might not have an advantage over spoken language modality when it comes to the descriptions of the static spatial relations. The findings also showed that co-speech gestures might enhance the expressions of space when spoken descriptions lack or omit some spatial information.
Discussion
The present findings on sign and spoken languages support the recent findings (e.g. Levinson and Wilkins 2006) on spatial language and cognition that languages do differ from each other in many domains: linguistic constructions, effects of scene manipulations, and one-to-one mapping strategies. The findings also support the idea that the mappings between perceptual and linguistic space are not one-to-one but many-to-many (Jackendoff 1996; Slack and van der Zee 2003) . Thus, the findings suggest that even though sign languages appear to be largely "iconic" in their expressions of space (e.g. Supalla 1986; Taub 2001; Emmorey and Herzig 2003; Talmy 2006; Perniss 2007 ), they may not map the spatial features directly and exactly onto the linguistic use of the signing space. Overall, the current findings can be comparable to my previous study (Arik 2010a ) which explored signed descriptions of motion events in TID, HZJ, and ASL with one exception: path and manner encodings, since static descriptions do not carry path and manner information by definition. As found in the previous study, TID, HZJ, and ASL are similar to each other in using classifiers of location, orientation, and movement and in the amount of spatial information directly mapped from the real space to the linguistic signing space. As found in the previous study, these sign languages are different from each other: they do not use the same set of classifiers, and the spatial arrangements of the objects in the real space have different effects on the mapping strategies.
The results showed that the sign language descriptions involved in a limited set of complex predicates consisted of a few signs formed in the signing space. Crucially, these predicates bundled the spatial features (axis, location, orientation, and situation) together. Nonetheless, the spoken language descriptions involved a variety of linguistic forms and predicates such as opposite direction, left/right, back-to-back, walk, go, and follow . This difference appears to be modality specific in that sign language uses visual-gestural modality to establish E. Arik 462 spatial relations whereas spoken language uses the auditory-vocal system. Yet, this finding does not indicate that sign languages use the same set of complex classifiers for object relations in space. Sign languages do differ in their predicates as spoken languages do, indicating that signed predicates are also governed by their linguistic system.
The overall comparisons showed a significant main effect for orientation but not for location across languages. It appears that the manipulations in the object locations (lateral vs. sagittal) in the photos did not have an effect on the one-to-one mappings of the spatial features on the descriptions. Yet, the scores were significantly higher when the objects were either facing opposite directions or each other than when they were facing the same direction. However, there were also interactions among location, orientation, and language. This finding might suggest that overall, languages focus more on orientation of the objects than their locations in space. It is perhaps cognitively very costly to establish a universal system to establish the locations such as left and right for a speaker-addressee interaction. Nevertheless, the present study is too small in scale to make such a conclusion. Future research should examine this issue.
The results from separate analyses for each language also indicated a striking variation in the effect of the locations of the objects in the photos on the one-to-one mapping strategies in sign and spoken languages. The TID, HZJ, and Turkish (speech including co-speech gestures) participants gave significantly more spatial information when the objects were on the lateral axis than when the objects were on the sagittal axis. In contrast, the English participants (both speech and speech including co-speech gesture) gave significantly more spatial information when the objects were on the sagittal axis than when the objects were on the lateral axis. This variation was not observed in ASL, Croatian, and Turkish (speech only). Additionally, the results also indicated a variation and a pattern in the effect of the orientations of the objects in the photos on the one-toone mapping strategies in sign and spoken languages. When the objects were facing each other or facing opposite directions, the TID, HZJ, and Turkish participants gave significantly more spatial information than they did for the situations in which the objects were facing the same direction. This pattern was not observed in the other three languages.
The majority of the spoken descriptions involved spontaneous gestural productions. The comparisons of speech and speech including co-speech gesture data revealed a variation in whether gestures carried additional spatial information. Only the difference between Turkish speech and speech including cospeech gesture codings was significant. These findings are in line with previous research on co-speech gestures (Kita and Özyürek 2003; Kita 2009 ) which suggests that speakers do gesture when they describe spatial relations. The present study also adds that co-speech gestures can add information (Kendon 2000) which speech lacks, such as in the case of Turkish.
Taken together, these findings suggest that depending on their language, people do differ from each other in their encodings of the static picture descriptions. This might not be surprising when one considers crosslinguistic spoken language research such as the reports in Ameka and Levinson (2007) which have shown these strategies. But the present finding is remarkable when it comes to the investigations of the language of space in sign languages. The present study clearly shows that the way signed languages encode static spatial situations is not very different from that of spoken languages.
The present study has focused on the mapping strategies from perceptual space to linguistic space providing evidence for many-to-many strategies (Jackendoff 1996; Slack and van der Zee 2003) . In doing so, I had asked participants to describe a picture in which two stationary objects were in a spatial relation. Future study should examine possible mapping strategies from linguistic space to perceptual space. For example, what would an addressee understand when a speaker says there's a plastic pig and a plastic goat facing to the left. Are they both facing to the left? Is that speaker's or addressee's left? Are the pig and the goat next to each other or in line? If they are in line, which one is in the front? On the basis of the current findings, I hypothesize that in such a situation, the addressee constructs more than one scenario suggesting that mappings from linguistic space to perceptual space are many-to-many as well. Another line of future study should also examine semantics and syntax of spatial constructions. For example, imagine that there is a pig and a mouse. Would a speaker describe it as a mouse in front of a pig, or a pig in front of a mouse? One can expect that the speaker prefers the former given the fact that a pig is relatively more salient in size than a mouse.
I think that the issue of the relationship between language, thinking, and culture deserves special attention here. Studies such as Levinson et al. (2002) , Majid et al. (2004) , Haun et al. (2011) argued that (spoken) language can play a crucial role in restructuring spatial cognition. It could be the case that these differences are the results of the tasks at hand or the directions given to the participants (Li and Gleitman 2002; Li et al. in press) . But, still, can sign languages restructure spatial cognition of signers? There is already evidence suggesting that the use of ASL can enhance non-linguistic cognitive processes (Emmorey et al. 1998 ). The present study, on the one hand, shows that the signers used more one-to-one mapping strategies than the speakers. On the other hand, the present study also shows that the spatial information in speech and co-speech gestures in spoken language data reduced the differences between the use of one-to-one spatial mappings in sign and spoken languages. After all, the significant differences were also found within a modality (e.g., ASL and TID (p < .001) or English and Turkish (p < .001)). Do these findings point in the direction that, perhaps, being a signer requires talking about space in more detail than being a speaker in a given culture? Probably not, because I did not observe significant differences across the board (no significant difference between ASL and English and TID and Turkish but some differences between HZJ and Croatian). Given the observations in which Turkish speakers provided less spatial information in their speech, which was enhanced with co-speech gestures, than the other participants, one could hypothesize that Turkish culture would not necessarily need explicit spatial information in the expressions of space. Then, the question arises as to whether Turkish speakers give more details when the addressee is not physically present. Future research should have more participants per language and include the spatial features such as direction and motion and examine the reflections of these observed patterns and variations among sign and spoken languages on linguistic and non-linguistic domains of cognition in various tasks, not only with simple picture or movie descriptions in which two objects are present but also scenes with more than two objects as well as way-finding and address descriptions which can easily be attributed to day-to-day experiences instead of laboratory settings.
Conclusion
In the present study, I have investigated the expressions of static spatial situations in sign languages (TID, HZJ, ASL) and spoken languages (Turkish, Croatian, English). To elicit data from the participants, I used a set of photos in which the locations and orientations of the objects were manipulated. I hypothesized that (1) signed and spoken language descriptions of left/right and front/ back relations include a variety of linguistic forms, (2) location and orientation have different effects on linguistic representations, (3) sign languages not only differ from spoken languages but also from one another, (4) the modality effect (audio-vocal vs. visual-gestural) disappears when languages are analyzed individually, and (5) gestures that co-occur with speech enhance spatial descriptions if speech omits some spatial features. The findings supported these hypotheses adding the findings from another study which explored the descriptions of motion events in TID, HZJ, and ASL. Future research will examine the mappings from linguistic space to perceptual space exploring sign and spoken languages on linguistic and nonlinguistic domains of cognition.
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